Grant Writing Resources

Online Resources

- Internal and External Funding Opportunities
- Where to Search for Funding *(also consider industry)*
- The PSOM Process of Preparing a Grant
- ITMAT Education Grant Library – K Awards
- BioRxiv – The Pre-Print Server for Biology
- NIH Study Section Referral Tool

Workshops

Biomedical Postdoctoral Programs (BPP)

- Post Doc Training Supplement
- Post Doc Events

National Institute of Health (NIH)

- Events and On-Demand Resources

Grant Review Groups and Programs

*Review structures exist within departments/divisions, contact your business administrator or grant manager for more information.*

- ITMAT Education K to R Program
- NIH Early Career Reviewer Program
- Grant Proposal Success *(GPS)*
  - Contact: Matthew Weitzman, PhD, weitzmanm@email.chop.edu

Courses

Institute for Translational Medicine and Therapeutics (ITMAT)

- See ITMAT Ed Courses for:
  - MTR 6060 – Grantsmanship (K Level)
  - MTR 6230 – Writing an NIH Grant (R Level)

Center for Clinical Epidemiology & Biostatistics (CCEB)

- See Epidemiology courses for EPID 7140 Grant Writing/Review (F32, K, R21, or R01)

Other Resources

- ITMAT Core Services
  - CHPS at Penn: Study Design & Resource Facilitator
  - CHPS at CHOP
- PSOM Research Support Services – Proposal Template
- Penn Postdoctoral Association (PPA) Peer Editing Association
  - *Open to anyone, not just postdocs.*
  - Contact: Penn.editors@gmail.com
- The Richards Society for Tenure-Track Faculty

*Junior Investigators’ Symposium – October 2023*